Abstract. We compute the differential geometric invariants of cuspidal edges on flat surfaces in hyperbolic 3-space and in de Sitter space. Several dualities of invariants are pointed out.
Introduction
In [6] , one Weierstrass type representation formula for flat surfaces in the hyperbolic 3-space H 3 is obtained, and two representations are given in [21] . In [21] , a notion flat fronts for flat surfaces which admit certain singularities is defined and the Weierstrass type representation formula is extended to the representation formula for flat fronts. This formula represents flat fronts via two holomorphic functions (called the Weierstrass data). In [20] , criteria for cuspidal edges and swallowtails are given in terms of the Weierstrass data, and it is shown that these singularities are generic singularities of flat fronts in H 3 . For a flat fronts in H 3 , it is known that its unit normal vector taking the value in the de Sitter 3-space S 3 1 (called the de Sitter Gauss map) is also a flat front in S 3 1 , and it is constructed from the same data. It is known that the sets of singular points of these two flat fronts coincide. Flat fronts are special cases of linear Weingarten fronts. In [22] , a global Weierstrass type representation of linear Weingarten fronts is given, and global properties of them are studied and correspondence between dual surfaces of them are given (see [22] for detail, see also [7, 17] ).
One can regard that these two flat surfaces are in a dual relation. It is introduced in [11] , that a formulation considering this duality as a double Legendrian fibration in contact geometry. See [13, 14] for studies of inear Weingarten surfaces from this viewpoint. On the other hand, a front is a surface in a 3-space with well-defined unit normal vector even on the set of singular points. Since there is a unit normal vector, fronts can be studied from the differential geometric viewpoint. Many geometric invariants of cuspidal edges and other singular points are introduced and geometric properties of them are investigated. (see [2, 5, 9, 10, 15, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [33] [34] [35] for example). Since flat fronts are determined by the Weierstrass data, it is natural to consider a relation between the data and the invariants of singular points. This relation can be regarded as geometric meanings of the data on singular points.
In this paper, we give explicit expressions for invariants of cuspidal edges in terms of the Weierstrass data (α, β) (Theorem 3.4). We can observe several dualities of
be the hyperbolic and the de Sitter 3-spaces. Although dual relations of surfaces in these two pseudo-spheres has been known (see [18, (2. 3)], [19, (1.9) ] for example), we use the formulation in [11] to working on Legendrian dualities. Following [11] , we set
and set π 1 :
Moreover, we set two 1-forms
2 (0) determine the same tangent plane field over ∆ 1 which is denoted by K. It is well-known that the pair (∆ 1 , K) is a contact manifold and π 1 and π 2 are Legendrian fibrations ( [11, Theorem 2.2] ). This formulation is introduced for investigating surfaces in the lightcones. See [11] for other dualities among pseudo-spheres. It should be remarked that dualities of hypersurfaces in pseudo-spheres in the Lorentz-Minkowski space are also found independently (see [3, 23, 24] ).
Let (N, ds 2 ) be a Riemannian or a semi-Riemannian 3-manifold. 
) is a front if the map L = (f, g) can be taken as an immersion. If (f, g) : U → ∆ 1 is isotropic, then we say that f and g are ∆ 1 -dual each other, g is a ∆ 1 -dual of f , and f is a ∆ 1 -dual of g.
Matrix representation of H
3 and S 3 1 . Let Herm(2) be the set of 2 × 2 Hermitian matrices. We take elements e 0 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ∈ Herm(2) as
where i = √ −1. Then we have an identification ι : R 4 → Herm (2) ι(x) = 1 p N , we consider the signed area density function
for a coordinate system (u, v), and ( ) u = ∂/∂u, ( ) v = ∂/∂v, where Ω is the volume form. A function λ : U → R is called an identifier of singularity if it is a non-zero functional multiplication of Ω(
where λ is an identifier of singularity.
Let p ∈ U be a non-degenerate singular point of a front k : U → N . Then by the non-degeneracy of p, the set of singular points Σ(k) is a regular curve near p, and hence we take a parameterization γ(t) (γ(0) = p) of it. We call γ a singular curve. We setγ = k • γ. One can show that there exists a vector field η on a sufficient small neighborhood of p such that if p ∈ Σ(k), then ker dk p = η p . We call η the null vector field. The restriction of η on Σ(k) can be parameterized by the parameter t of γ. We denote by η(t) the null vector field along γ. Definition 2.1. Let R 3 be the Euclidean 3-space and k : (
3 + 2uv, 3v 4 + uv 2 )) at the origin. Here, two map-germs
is a cuspidal edge or a swallow, then it is a front and 0 is a non-degenerate singular point. There are useful criteria for them. Let k : U → R 3 be a front and p ∈ U a non-degenerate singular point. Let γ(t) be a parametrization (γ(0) = p) of the singular curve, and η(t) a null vector field. We set δ(t) = det(γ ′ (t), η(t)). For a non-degenerate singular point p of k, the map-germ k at p is cuspidal edge (respectively, swallowtail) if and only if δ(0) = 0 (respectively,
1 . Let f : U → M be a front and let f at p be a cuspidal edge, and g a ∆ 1 -dual of f . A pair of vector fields (ξ, η) is called adapted if ξ is tangent to the singular set and η is a null vector field of f . By the criterion for cuspidal edge, ηλ = 0 holds. Thus ξf and ∇ η ηf are linearly independent, in particular, ξf = 0 and ξf × ∇ η ηf = 0 hold. We define
where γ(t) is a parametrization of Σ(f ), λ is an identifier of singularity, and Ω is the volume form and under the identification
Here, ∇ is the metric connection defined for a vector ζ ∈ T f (p) H 3 ,
and for a vector
. The above functions κ s , κ n , κ t and κ c do not depend on the choices of the parameters of Σ(f ), Σ(g) nor on the choice of (ξ, η), and they are called singular curvature, limiting normal curvature, cusp-directional torsion (cuspidal torsion) and cuspidal curvature respectively. See [29] (for κ s and κ n ), [26] (for κ t ) and [27] (for κ c ) for detail.
Flat fronts in H
3 and S
1
Let U ⊂ C be a domain, and α, β : U → C \ {0} holomorphic functions. We consider a solution A : U → SL(2, C) of the differential equation
Then one can see that det A is a constant, we take a solution satisfying det A = 1. We define maps f : U → H 3 and g :
Then it is known that f is (zero intrinsic curvature) and g is spacelike flat on their regular point sets [21, Proposition 2.5]. Furthermore, f and g are ∆ 1 -dual each other. By a calculation, we have
Thus by
the singular sets Σ(f ) and Σ(g) are coincide, where λ is defined by
We see that λ is an identifier of singularity for each f and g. It is also known that the set of singular points of flat front in the 3-sphere S 3 and that of its dual coincide. In [16] , a characterization of the flat torus in S 3 is obtained.
3.1. Criteria for singularities of f, g. We give conditions for cuspidal edges and swallowtails appearing on the flat fronts in H 3 and in S .2). Let p be a non-degenerate singular point of f or g, and γ(t) a parametrization of singular curve near p. The tangent vectoṙ γ(t) = (d/dt)γ(t) to γ can be expressed by
(see [20] ) under the identification T p U with R 2 and C via the correspondence
where z = u + iv. On the other hand, following [20, p322] , one can take null vector fields as follows:
Lemma 3.1. The vector field η h gives a null vector field of f and η g gives a null vector field of g, where
Proof. See [20, p322] for η h . The directional derivative η d g of g in the direction of η d can be calculated as
Since αα − ββ = 0 on Σ(g), it follows that η d g = 0 on Σ(g).
We set
Then we have the following proposition. 
at p, where S(α) is the Schwarzian derivative of the primitive function of α with respect to z :
(II) Let g : U → S Proof. See [20, Theorem 1.1] for the proof of (I). Since
and f and g are dual each other, f and g are fronts. By [20, Proposition 1.3] , it is enough to show that the condition (II), (1) in the proposition is equivalent to
and the relation αβ = |α| 4 /(αβ) holds along γ, the first assertion holds. Next we show the second assertion of (II). We note that
Thus by (3.10), δ d is proportional tõ
We assume that δ d (0) = 0, namely,δ d (0) = 0. Then since
Thus we have
Here it holds thatγ [4, 32] ). Thus setting β = 1, then all invariants given in Section 3 can be regarded as invariants of these Schwarz map. 
.
(3.17)
In particular, both κ We will see this duality in Section 3.3. We remark that since the Gaussian curvature is bounded, κ ν vanishes identically for f and g.
Proof.
We first calculate the invariant κ s for f and g. By a direct calculation, we have
and on the singular set,
Thus on the singular set, we have
Here E(U ) = {h : U → R} is the ring consists of function-germs on U , and
on the singular set, where we see
on the singular set. On the other hand, the signed area density function for f and g are Λ h = Ω(ξf, η h f, g) and Λ d = Ω (ξg, η d g, f ) , respectively. Then we see that
Thus we have (3.12) and (3.15). Now we proceed to calculate the cuspidal torsion and the cuspidal curvature. To show this, we prove several formulas of differentials of f and g needed later.
Lemma 3.5. On the singular set, it holds that
In particular, all vectors in (3.20) are parallel to g, and that in (3.21) are parallel to f .
Proof. By a direct calculation, we have
This shows the assertion.
Lemma 3.6. On the singular set, it holds that
Proof. By definition, we have
Moreover, on the singular set, η h f = η d g = 0, and
On the singular set, it follows that
By (3.19) , (3.20) , (3.21) , (3.24) , (3.25) and the relation |α|
which holds on Σ(f ) = Σ(g), we have the assertion.
By Lemma 3.6, for any
g zz , f = 0 hold on Σ(f ) = Σ(g), and by (3.24) and (3.25) , it holds that
Let us continue the calculations for κ h t and κ d t . By (3.26) and (3.27) , 
on the singular set. Thus we have
on the singular set by (3.27). Hence we obtain (3.14) and (3.17).
We note that κ 
3.3.
Relationships between curvatures and singularities of the dual surfaces. For a non-degenerate singular point p of f (resp. g), it is known that f at p (resp. g at p) is not a cuspidal edge if and only if C h (p) = 0 (resp. C d (p) = 0), where C h (resp. C d ) is as in (3.7) (resp. (3.8)) (cf. [20] ). By Theorem 3.4, it follows that a flat front f (resp. g) in H 3 (resp. S [22, p. 1910 ] when ε = 0 (a linear Weingarten front is a flat front if ε = 0) in their notation. Thus Theorem 3.9 clarifies the geomteric meaning of ∆ in [22] for a flat front in H 3 . In [22] , it is shown that the co-orientabilities and orientabilities of the original front and its dual have a connection. Furthermore, zig-zag numbers of them are studied.
Lines of curvature and cone-like singular points
We consider the condition that the singular curve γ of f and g are a line of curvature. Let k : U → N be a frontal into a Riemannian or semi-Riemannian 3-manifold N . Let I be an interval. A curve γ : I → U is a line of curvature if I(k • γ ′ ) is parallel to II(k • γ ′ ), where I and II are the first and the second fundamental matrices, and they are regarded as linear maps T p ν ⊥ → T p ν ⊥ ⊂ T p N and k • γ ′ (t) ∈ T p ν ⊥ (p = γ(t)). Ω(ξf, g, ξg)(γ(t)) = 0 (resp. Ω(ξg, f, ξf )(γ(t)) = 0).
By a direct calculation, we see that Ω(ξf, g, ξg)(γ(t)) = ξf × g, ξg (γ(t)) = 4 Re αβλ z (γ(t)) Im αβλ z (γ(t)) resp. Ω(ξg, f, ξf )(γ(t)) = ξg × f , ξf (γ(t)) = −4 Re αβλ z (γ(t)) Im αβλ z (γ(t)) .
Thus we have the assertion by Theorem 3.4 if f (resp. g) has cuspidal edges along γ.
We define another kind of singular point so called cone-like singularity ([20, p. 305]). Definition 4.2. Let h : U → M be a frontal from a region into a 3-dimensional manifold. Let p ∈ U be a non-degenerate singular point. Then p is a cone-like singularity if there exists a neighborhood V of p such that for any q ∈ Σ(h), a null vector field η q is tangent to Σ(h).
Assume that the singular curve γ of f (resp. g) consists of cuspidal edges. By Proposition 4.1, if γ is a line of curvature of f (resp. g), then ξ and η d (resp. ξ and η h ) are parallel along γ. Thus we have the following corollary. be flat fronts and p ∈ Σ(f ) = Σ(g) a non-degenerate singular point. If the singular curve γ passing through p consists of cuspidal edges of f (resp. g) and is a line of curvature of f (resp. g), then g (resp. f ) has a cone-like singularity at p.
